Abstract
Introduction

17
Mismatches in spatial scale create pervasive problems in ecology and natural resource 18 management (1). This occurs in part because the spatial extent of management or conservation 19 units are often defined by history, jurisdictional, or institutional criteria rather than the scale of 20 social and ecological processes at play (1-6). Such choices about the scale of management can 21 result in mismatches, where feedbacks controlling interactions among groups occur at different 22 spatial scales. In managed ecosystems like forestry and fisheries, mismatches may occur when 23 harvest recommendations are based on trends in large-scale abundance without accounting for 24 localized collapses (7). Yet these spatially isolated collapses can have far-reaching consequences 25 when that species plays an indispensable role in local social-ecological systems, including 26 human communities with limited capacity to forage over wide geographic scales. Empirical 27 identification of appropriate spatial scales of management remains difficult for spatially 28 structured populations, but can be a pre-requisite for diagnosing and reconciling challenges that 29 spatial mismatches impose on the sustainable and equitable use of natural resources. 30
In metapopulations -plant or animal populations connected through dispersal -the dynamics 31 of individual populations can differ substantially from the aggregate metapopulation (3, 4, 8-11). 32
A combination of movement, shared climate drivers, and compensatory processes determine 33 whether dynamics of individual populations reflect the dynamics of the aggregate 34 metapopulation (12). Consideration of metapopulation structure has improved the management 35 of the spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) (13), salmon (Onchorhyncus spp.) (14-16), amphibians 36 (17), and mosquitoes (18). To date, efforts to integrate metapopulation dynamics into natural 37 resource management have largely focused on either minimizing extirpations (19), characterizing 38 productivity of the metapopulation as a whole (sensu 20), or valuing benefits of portfolio effects 39 (i.e. stabilizing effects of spatial asynchrony sensu 21). Less understood, both in theory and in 40 practice, is how mismatches in spatial scale, governed by the interaction between resource 41 exploitation and metapopulation properties, affect spatial variability, frequency of localized 42 collapses, and their ecological and social consequences across spatial scales. 43
In this study, we assess how spatial differences in harvest rates interact with animal 44 movement and recruitment to shape patterns of population variability and risk of collapse at 45 different spatial scales. Our results illustrate the challenge in managing spatially complex 46 populations using three complementary approaches. Our empirical case study of a managed 47 stock of Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii) in Canada's Pacific coast highlights the discrepancies 48 among scales in both population dynamics and harvest rates. Further, for this system, we use 49 multiscale risk analysis using closed-loop simulation modeling to highlight the impacts of scale 50 mismatch.
In doing so we demonstrate the potential value of optimized spatial management in 51 reduction of risk and inequity. We contextualize such spatial risks by conducting a review of 52 herring predator home-range size. Finally, we generalize these results by developing new theory 53 to evaluate how exploitation of metapopulations can alter spatial and temporal variability at 54 different spatial scales and thus affect spatial inequities in risk exposure. 55
Empirical Pacific herring case study in British Columbia's Central Coast 56
Pacific herring exemplify the challenges inherent to managing metapopulations. In British 57
Columbia (BC), Canada (Fig 1a) , herring return annually to nearshore coastlines in the late 58 winter/early spring to reproduce. During this annual migration, they are harvested and preyed 59
upon by a range of consumers. Mobile commercial fishing fleets harvest adult herring for their 60 roe in the days prior to spawning; in contrast, indigenous fishers, constrained to a local area, 61 harvest both adult herring and their eggs after spawning events as an important food, trade and 62 cultural resource (22-26). Unfortunately, a core uncertainty for herring management, as for many 63 species, is the extent of movement between areas (27-32). Similar uncertainty surrounds spatial 64 variation in spawning biomass (i.e. 33), which may result in part from the degree of demographic 65 synchrony between areas (e.g.. synchrony in recruitment). Pacific herring in British Columbia 66 are currently managed as stocks at regional (100s of kilometers) scales by Canada's federal 67 fisheries agency. Within these stocks, multiple spawning aggregations (substocks) seasonally 68 occupy individual stretches of coastline, many of which are of important traditional and cultural 69 value to indigenous groups. Thus, Pacific herring fisheries present a valuable system in which to 70 explore how spatial population dynamics, scales of management, and spatial constraints of 71 fishers and predators interact to influence differential risk exposure to population collapses. 72
Results
73
Empirical Pacific Herring Case Study: British Columbia's Central Coast 74
Spatiotemporal variability in Pacific herring biomass and catch 75
Pacific herring subpopulations on the Central Coast of BC exhibit substantial temporal and 76 spatial variability (Fig 1a, b, c) . The estimated biomass of individual ("local") subpopulations 77 has varied by more than an order of magnitude over the past three decades, and similar 78 differences in population size are evident among subpopulations in the same year. As a 79 consequence, aggregate ("regional") stock biomass at any one point in time is bolstered by a few 80 subpopulations, while others linger at low levels ( This discrepancy between variability at the metapopulation (stock) and local subpopulation 85 scales challenges the management objective of maintaining a target harvest rate of 20%. In fact 86
as much as an estimated 91% of an individual subpopulation's biomass is harvested annually, 87 though the aggregate exploitation rate fluctuates around the target of 20% (Fig 1d, e, SI Fig S. 2). 88
Counterproductively, this can result in occurrences where subpopulations experiencing periods 89 of lower-than-average biomass are heavily exploited preceding collapse (e.g. Fig 1d, in 2006) . 90 Harvest rates generally differ in magnitude among subpopulations in any given year (SI Fig S. 2) 91 and higher harvest rarely focus on the subpopulations with highest biomass (SI Fig S. 2). This is 92 illustrated directly by uneven spatial harvest distributions (SI Fig S. 2), which we measured as the 93 deviations from two baselines of spatial harvest evenness used here and in the simulation model. subpopulations, and by extension, adversely affect predators and the fishers who target them at 118 this scale. The divergence in risk among scales, an effect of the mismatch in spatial scale, is 119 * proportional allocation: proportional harvest rates are equal among substocks in a given year.
† optimized allocation: proportional harvest rates are higher on substocks with more biomass via the ideal free distribution.
controlled by the magnitude of harvest rates, allocation of harvest in space, annual migration, 120 and spatial recruitment synchrony. Our simulations show that risk of collapse ‡ can be 10 times 121 greater at local subpopulation scales than at aggregate metapopulation scales (Fig 2) for the 20% 122 harvest rule. While it may seem intuitive that relatively modest adult migration would minimize 123 differences in risk to subpopulations and the metapopulation, our results do not support this 124 supposition. Even relatively high migration rates can impose substantial discrepancies in the risk 125 of collapse between subpopulation and metapopulation scales (Fig 2) . This principle holds so 126 long as spatial synchrony in recruitment is not exceedingly high (Fig 2 upper portions (Fig 3 d, e ). Higher harvest rates increase risk at subpopulation 149 scales in part because of higher depletion at the metapopulation scale (Fig 2 c, 
Theoretical expectations of adult spatial & temporal variability in a metapopulation 169
To generalize findings from the Pacific herring example, our analytical model explores 170 metapopulation spatial variation mechanistically, starting with changing adult mortality. We find 171 that spatial variation among subpopulations increases with higher total mortality rates (via 172 harvest or otherwise) (Fig 4a) and decreases with migration and synchrony (SI Appendix C), in 173 line with the numerical simulation model results (Fig 3d) . As a result, the metapopulation mean 174 and coefficient of variation are less reflective of its subpopulations (Fig 4b) . In biological terms, 175 higher mortality decreases mean adult longevity (66) and thereby elevates sensitivity in 176 population fluctuations to recruitment pulses (67-70). The amplification of fluctuations occurs at 177 a higher rate at local scales than on aggregate. This response decreases spatial coupling and 178 predictability. Reduced longevity of adults (via higher mortality) reduces the abundance of adults 179 in each subpopulation that buffers against local stochasticity through survival and migration. 180
Mathematically, this result emerges for several related reasons. Increases in mortality 181 (constant across space in this case) reduce local population inertia (predictability, measured as 1 st 182 order temporal autocorrelation, thick black line in Fig 4c) . This reduction in inertia increases 183 population sensitivity to temporal variation in local subpopulation recruitment (red line in Fig  184  4c ). This sensitivity is illustrated by the primary impulse response (Equation 1), which describes 185 how a recruitment perturbation affects the intrinsic growth rate of each subpopulation (red line in 186 Fig 4c) . In this case, the response always increases with total mortality (z). 187
Eq. 1: (Environmental impulse response): (1 − )/(1 + )* + )+* ) 188 Such increases in local environmental sensitivity reduce spatial coupling (measured as the spatial 189 correlation, dotted black line in Fig 4c) and thereby increase spatial variability in abundance. 190
These patterns of asynchrony can persist even in the presence of modest migration rates (Fig  191  4b) , another key mechanism explored in our analytical model. In this simple model, temporal 192 variability of local populations is controlled by the combination of migration (δ), mortality (z) 193 and recruitment synchrony in recruitment productivity (synchrony = (ρ R +1)/2) (Fig 4b, 
Discussion
208
Harvest strategies that appear appropriately prescribed at large spatial scales can, at local 209 scales, lead to declines or even effective extirpation of local populations. We call these small-210 scale declines "cryptic collapses". Specifically, regional harvest strategies can create a "gilded 211 trap" (71) where, in this case, management focuses on the aspects of metapopulations that can 212 benefit conservation and economics at the aggregate scale, but neglect social-ecological inequity 213 in the exposure to risk at local scales. Our results show that spatial mismatch among scales is not 214 merely an esoteric concern. Indeed, they occur in current management situations, and are 215 supported by ecological theory we develop here. Our multiscale risk analysis highlights the 216 impacts of scale mismatch on consumers and the potential value of optimized spatial 217 management for sustainability and equity. 218
Our work adds critical resolution and understanding to the literature on portfolio effects that 219 is focused on the benefits of spatial variability. Recent work viewing multiple populations as a 220 "portfolio" of assets has shown benefits of maintaining a diversity of populations with high 221 asynchrony. These benefits include reducing local extinctions through so called 'rescue effects' 222 (72-74), providing increased stability in the form of food security for people or animals (75) and 223 minimizing economic risks over large scales by minimizing variance in harvestable abundance 224 (21). Yet these portfolio analyses typically focus on the attributes of the aggregate 225 metapopulation, whereas the risk of localized population collapse (e.g. depletion below threshold 226 of ecological functionality or socioeconomic value) affects the interests of locally constrained 227 fishers and spatially constrained organisms with small home ranges. Using theory and data we 228
show that the same spatial variation that leads to resilience at the metapopulation scale, when left 229 unaccounted for in management strategies, can also produce unforeseen negative consequences 230 in the form of magnified local risk of collapse. 231
The consequences of ignoring spatial variation are most severe for spatially constrained 232 communities and predators. In the case of Pacific herring in the Central Coast of British 233
Columbia, local reductions in some subpopulations occurred well before the entire stock showed 234 substantial declines in the mid-2000s. This had greater impact on spatially constrained groups; 235 namely indigenous communities for whom herring is a source of cultural and economic vitality 236 (27, 76, 77), as well as animals with small home ranges that rely on herring. In contrast, mobile 237
fishing fleets and transient predators should be less vulnerable to local depletion events in the 238 short term. Yet in the long term, assumptions of spatial homogeneity can also lead to biased 239 estimates of total productivity (20) that may lead to overly optimistic harvest strategies. 240
Moreover, high local harvest rates may produce sequential depletion over time that eventually 241 erodes the principal of the stock leading to a collapse of the portfolio as a whole. 242
Pacific herring fisheries on Canada's west coast provide an empirical case where the scale of 243 regional stock assessments masked episodic local overexploitation and subpopulation collapses. 244
Our work exposes inequity among scales in risk exposure, with differentiation among predator 245 groups depending on their home-ranges (i.e. mobile versus non-mobile fishing fleets). Here, 246 high local harvest rates appear to be commonplace even when local subpopulations are depleted 247 (Fig 1) presumably because schooling fish are easy to catch even at low abundances (78) . These 248 spatial, scale-dependencies affect which groups or species bear the brunt of management risks, 249 and who reaps the benefits from the portfolio payoff of regional metapopulation stability. The models used to generate inference in this study are simple in comparison to the nature of 286 complex stochastic systems in space. We ignore many scenarios that are likely to further 287 complicate spatial patterns (i.e. behaviorally or geographically complex migration, spatial and 288 age specific mortality, spatially complex density dependence, Allee effects, cost and data 289 limitations for spatial management, etc.). However, the principles from our simulation and 290 analytical models should generalize regardless of the degree of complexity in the system: a 291 precautionary approach cognizant of resource users across multiple spatial scales may necessitate 292 the incorporation of some degree of locally based management to minimize spatial discrepancies 293 in risk exposure. Overall, our models suggest a mixture of management scales may be key to 294 selecting and implementing harvest levels, and informing how regional harvest is coordinated in 295 space to navigate towards both sustainable and equitable outcomes (83). 296
Our analyses illustrate the importance of considering spatial dynamics for determining how 297 to most effectively balance equity in management and conservation strategies aimed at achieving 298 social, economic and ecological outcomes (88, 89). These issues are often ignored by centralized 299 management and conservation initiatives focused on larger spatial scales. For over half a 300 century, fisheries scientists have debated how best to exploit and conserve "mixed stocks" that 301 have separate dynamics but are inseparable in space with the aim of balancing conservation of 302 weak stocks and maximizing total yields (90). Our work inverts this focus to metapopulations, 303 populations with inseparable dynamics that are separated in space. We show how, in these 304 settings, exploitation can magnify local scale fluctuations and spatial variability. As a result 305 aggregate metrics poorly represent local scale dynamics (Fig 3d,e, Fig 4) and the risk of collapse 306 at the local scale increases at a greater rate than the aggregate large scale (Fig 2) . This 307 phenomenon creates cryptic collapses with ensuing discrepancies in risk exposure. Fortunately, 308 the magnitude of these discrepancies can potentially be controlled by lowering harvest rates or 309 seeking harvest dynamics that are spatially optimized (Fig 3) . Overall, these conclusions are 310
relevant not only to Pacific herring fisheries, but also to the great number of exploited resources 311 that exhibit spatial structure and are valuable to species and people that operate on multiple 312 scales. 313
Methods
314
Empirical Pacific Herring Case Study in the British Columbia's Central Coast 315
Foraging-ranges of select Pacific herring predators 316
References were searched for using a combination of Web of Science and Google Scholar. We adjust the log-probability for the change of variables by the log-Jacobian of the 343 transformed left-hand side of the equation (92). Ω is the process error correlation matrix and is 344 the vector of within-site process standard deviations. 345
We assume the observed spawning biomass (obs -,1 ) is lognormally distributed: 346
Eq. 4: obs -,1~l ognormal(ln -,1 + ln , STU ) 347 where ln q is the log-proportion of spawning biomass that is observable, with a normal prior 348 borrowed from the herring assessment (25 given a normal prior with mean 0 and sd = 1.5 (which is approximately uniform on the 355 untransformed scale). Ω X is the process error correlation matrix and X is the vector of within-356 site process standard deviations. We used a Lewandowski-Dorota-Joe LKJ prior (93) for the 357
Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrices (Ω and Ω X ) and the vectors of process 358 standard deviations ( and X ). We estimated the models using Stan (92, 94-96) via R (97) with 359 3, 1000 iteration chains after burn-in. 360
We used the model posterior to calculate 1) total biomass at each site at each year, 2) metrics 361 of biomass temporal and spatial variation (see SI Appendix A), and 3) the exploitation rate (h t,l/ 362 b t,l ). We compared the observed local harvest rates to the theoretical proportional allocation 363
[sum(h t,l ) /sum(b t,l )] and optimized allocation of harvest given the quota. The optimized 364 allocation of catch distributes catches in space according to the ideal free distribution. This 365 distribution removes proportionally more biomass from subpopulations with higher biomass and 366 is the spatial allocation of catch that minimizes effort to achieve the overall quota assuming catch 367 per unit effort is linearly related to biomass (see SI Appendix A for mathematical details 
Survival in any given year is constant in space and is randomly drawn from a beta-binomial 413 with mean l t = 0.6 with coefficient of variation of 0.2, derived from (25). 414
Annual Adult Migration Among Spawning Areas 415
Survivors migrate to new spawning areas to yield a matrix of pre-spawn, pre-harvest matrix 416 of abundance (N t + ) describing abundance at each age given by the matrix product: 417 Eq. 10:
S t is a square matrix of linear migration rates. Row elements of S t sum to one and are 419 stochastic Dirichlet realizations with shared scale parameter (scale =10) and a mean migration 420 probability controlled by a scaled Cauchy decay given a distance from site l to site i (
and a migration scaling parameter (g): 422
Eq. 11:
g is numerically tuned to achieve a desired retention rate for each scenario. For reference 424 regarding stochasticity, if the mean migration rate is 0.2, the coefficient of variation in migration 425 among years with scale =10 is 0.1. 426
Stock Harvest Quota 427
We follow the existing harvest control rules of Pacific herring in British Columbia (23, 25). 428
The annual biomass harvest quota for the stock (Q t+1 ) is designed to achieve a target harvest rate For simplicity, forecast biomass made in year t ( "Sx"•]U-,-) for year (t+1) is the expected 433 biomass assuming deterministic recruitment (i.e. without stochastic variability). In order to avoid 434 evaluating stock assessment model performance (which is out of the scope of this study) we 435 avoid assessments explicitly within the closed loop. Rather, we assume forecasts are unbiased 436 with no observation noise. 437
Spatial Harvest Prosecution 438
We use two spatial fleet allocation scenarios to generate the distribution of spatial harvest 439
given the stock quota (Q t ): 1) the fleet prosecutes the fishery in direct proportion to spawning 440 biomass (proportional allocation) or 2) the fleet is allocated according to the ideal free 441 distribution (IFD) that in theory maximizes catch efficiency. Here, realized catch is nonlinearly 442 related to spawning biomass, harvesting more from areas with higher abundance and leaving 443 alone areas with lower abundance. See SI Appendix B for details in generating the IFD and an 444 additional case with a random spatial allocation more similar to the empirical case study. In all 445 cases, fishery selectivity is identical to maturity-at-age. 446
Given the local harvest (h l,t ) produced by these scenarios the post-harvest abundance is: 447 
Eq
448
Simulation details 449
For each simulation, we ran the following simulation algorithm, which: 1) evaluated 450 deterministic equilibria without fishing, 2) initiated stochastic forcing of recruitment from the 451 equilibrium for 12 years, 3) initiated the fishery, and 4) recorded statistics for years 23-52. We 452 ran 100 replicate simulations for each parameter combination, recording a) mean number of 453 years below 20% B 0 at both stock and substock scales (risk of collapse), b) stock and substock 454 level catch, c) stock and substock biomass, d) stock and substock temporal variability 455 (coefficient of variation) in biomass, and e) spatial variation in biomass (difference between 456 squared coefficient of variation at the substock versus stock scale). 457
Theoretical impact of mortality, migration and synchrony on spatial and temporal variability 458 in stochastic metapopulations 459
To evaluate how mortality, migration and demographic synchrony interact to impact 460 temporal variability, spatial variability and sensitivity to a single perturbation for local 461 populations and the metapopulation, we use a stochastic metapopulation model with two 462 populations in discrete time. We convert the model to a first order Vector Autoregressive model 463 (VAR(1)) where statistical properties of stochastic forcing in multivariate systems are well 464 described (99) . We explore this simple model for generality across the diversity of species and 465 management applications discussed above. Using this model we calculate 1) temporal variability 466 (temporal coefficient of variation) of the populations and metapopulation, 2) spatial variability 467 (the differences between the squared temporal coefficient of variation at the populations and 468 metapopulation), 3) the sensitivity to recruitment via an impulse response analysis that measures 469 how a recruitment pulse propagates through the population, 4) the predictability of the 470 populations as measured by the first-order autocorrelation for the populations, and 5) the spatial 471 coupling measured as the spatial autocorrelation in the metapopulation. 472
We assume that individuals in the population are mature at age 2, adults move among 473 populations by linear diffusion, all adults are identical, and environmental stochasticity only 474 affects survival of recruits (survival to pre-movement age 2 fish). 475
Mathematically, the simple model is represented as follows. Let ],•,-represent the adults of 476 age a at location i in year t and d is the per capita annual probability of moving among sites and 477 )› is the survival rate. Then the equations for dynamics in site i are given as follows. 478
Total reproduction is the sum of adults across all adult age classes. Z is a 2n x L binary matrix that controls which of the entries in x t are subject to stochasticity 508
terms. 509
We use the known statistical properties of a VAR(1) model (99) Stephenson RL ( and movement data to identify hot spots of predation risk and areas of conservation 642 concern for endangered species. Risk of collapse is the probability of falling below 20% of unfished equilibrium (i.e. the dotted lines in Fig 3 a-c) ; at the subpopulation scale, risk is measured as the mean probability of collapse for each population. Optimized spatial allocation removes proportionally less biomass from subpopulations with lower biomass; proportional allocation removes the same proportion of biomass from each subpopulation. Note that differences in mean annual stock level catch among optimized versus proportional allocation are minimal (2c vs. 2e and 2g vs. 2i; SI Appendix B). Annual migration is the mean percent of each subpopulation that emigrates each year. Spatial synchrony in recruitment productivity is 1 + (n − 1)r wherer is the mean of all unique pairwise correlations in subpopulation recruitment deviations and n is the number of populations. Heatmaps for 30% harvest rules are not shown here as they produce uniformly high risk at both scales. For full results see SI Appendix B. 
Substock trends in Central Coast herring 1
Residual spatial variability 2
The residual spatial variation (RSV, also called β variation or the spatial variation due 3 to asynchrony) is the difference between the variance of the mean metapopulation trend and 4 the expected metapopulation mean variance if populations are perfectly correlated. In other 5 words, residual spatial variability is the additional temporal variability at the population 6 level left unexplained by the variability of the metapopulation mean. 7
While the actual variability of a metapopulation mean given individual variability and covariance of each of N individual population time series (X i ):
The maximum potential variance of a metapopulation mean given individual variance of 8 each of N populations is: 9
Hence, the residual spatial variance (RSV) is: 10
Var (X i ) N Harvest rate and 95% credible intervals for each section in four select years compared to the optimized strategy via the ideal free distribution of harvest (IFD, grey band) or stock allocation with uniform proportional harvest (solid blue line). Points above both the IFD and the equal stock allocation may represent a suboptimal harvest strategy. In contrast, points along the IFD line, such as that in 1999, represent a strategy may reduce local risks. (k) Spatial harvest inequity (measured as the absolute mean relative error from perfect equity). Note that in 1999 equity differs depending on which benchmark is used (IFD or uniform proportional harvest).
Spatial allocation of harvest
13
The fishing fleet either distributes itself in space or a manager forces spatial allocation. We 14 use three scenarios for spatial allocation: 1) diffuse effort in space (i.e harvest is proportional 15 to abundance), 2) ideal distribution of effort in space, and 3) random spatial allocation. 16
Proportional allocation of harvest 17
For a proportional allocation of harvest, the calculation of biomass caught in each location (H l,t ) is simply:
H adults l,t = 10 a=2 w a m a n a,l,t L l=1 10 a=2 w a m a n a,l,t × Quota t (S.10)
Ideal free distribution 18
For the Ideal Free Distribution of Effort in Space, the fishing fleet would ideally allocate 19 themselves to optimize efficiency of catch (i.e. minimal effort for the return). We can 20 numerically solve for the spatial harvest strategy that optimizes efficiency using a system 21 of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). First, we 1) simplify the fishery to a very short 22 time period, 2) assume vessels can move instantaneously among locations with no cost, 3) 23 assume vessels have perfect information and 4) assume fishing effort (i.e. sets) can be broken 24 into infinitesimally small units. Consider F l,τ the rate of fishing effort (i.e. number of sets 25 per unit time) allocated at time τ in location l, q is the catchability of fish (i.e. ratio of 26
proportional capture rate to effort), B τ is the biomass available for capture at time τ D e 27
is the rate at which vessels respond to spatial disparities in efficiency, where efficiency = 28 effort x catchability x biomass. To maximize efficiency, vessels sense disparities in efficiency 29 and move instantaneously to neighboring locations with higher efficiency (i.e. catch per unit 30 time per unit effort). 31
H(τ Q , l) (S.12b)
We numerically evaluate this system of ODEs until the quota is achieved to produce the 32 final, optimal distribution of catch in space. 33 
Risk of Collapse
Figure S.6: Simulation results including target harvest rates ranging from 0 to 20% for each spatial allocation scenario and measured at the metapopulation (stock) and population (substock) scales. 30% harvest rate not shown due to all risk panels above 10%
